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ACROSS

1 Lots
6 In short supply
10 Back up
14 Brooded
19 ___ out!
20 Barcelona braves
21 Food fish
22 Lyric poem
23 Wake up
24 Casino calculations
25 Exasperated
26 Jessica of films
27 Start of Lincoln quote
30 More unmanageable
31 Lotion ingredient
32 “One ___ million”
33 Soupy
35 Clothes holder
38 Offer for sale
40 Put out of office
44 Rave’s partner
45 Fr. holy woman
47 More of quote
51 “Four Jills in ___”
53 Church musician
55 Satiate
56 Where many hope to go
57 Bus. school subj.
60 Verbal tests
61 Regal perch
63 More of quote
65 Silesian river
66 Poet Geoffrey
67 In a tidy way
69 Cropped slacks
71 Broad grinders
74 ___ boy!
78 More of quote
82 Eye shape
83 Extort
84 “___ forgive ___”
85 Thespian Wallach
86 Bon ___!
87 “Love ___”: Elvis
89 Water transport
91 More of quote
94 Moors
96 White-tailed eagle
97 Burstyn and Page
98 Russ. units
100 Outbursts
103 Storage area
106 Oriental holiday
107 Foamy brews
108 Mississippi explorer
112 End of quote
118 “Bell” town
119 Thompson of “Family”
120 Perry’s penner
121 Type of management
122 “Mack the Knife” singer
123 “Mama ___”
124 Legal devs.
125 Casals’s forte
126 Jimmy of “NYPD Blue”
127 High-flying Sally

128 Org. procedure
129 Secret meeting

DOWN

1 Sign of healing
2 Make well
3 Fighting
4 Aversion
5 Foundry products
6 Fans
7 Actor Ray
8 “___ Valley”
9 Early ascetic
10 Global area
11 President Yeltsin
12 “Maria ___”
13 “CSI” Danson
14 “Little House” Gilbert
15 Mikey stone
16 Swimming hole
17 Rim
18 Bambi’s kin
28 ___ vs. Wade
29 Sloped roof
30 Departed
34 Fontanne’s other half
35 Preliminary sketch
36 Hindu prince
37 Madrid’s first month
39 100 paras
41 Set with stones
42 At the place
43 Steak choice
46 Sound-related
48 Spring bloom
49 Road curve
50 Peeping Tom
52 Radio’s Fitzgerald
54 Sticky stuff
58 Swiss ___
59 Mel’s family
61 Hurf
62 Greeted
64 Beyond ethical bounds
66 Naval noncoms
68 Summit meeting site
70 “Old MacDonald had ___”
71 Fish or fiddle
72 Wed in haste
73 Swiss poet Henri
75 Restless age
76 Looks after
77 Use an abacus
79 Listened to
80 Skirt shape
81 Near perfect scores
83 Wager
87 Has to
88 Wind type
90 Newsman Harry
92 Diane and Buster
93 Aware of
95 Most dried out
99 Celebrations
101 Under the weather
102 Edit
104 Teheran native
105 Granted
108 June tie recipients
109 Red-coated cheese
110 Rami’s wrap
111 Step ___!
113 Labyrinth
114 Charity
115 Like Andersen’s duckling
116 10 decibel units
117 Jog
119 Knightly address
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